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Abstract:
Tokaido Shinkansen is not only a High Speed Train, but also a High Density Transportation
means. A large numbcr of passeng0rs depend on Tokaido Shinkansen. But there is no altemative
to Tokaido Shinkansen in fad.
If Tokaido Shinkansen would stop their sewice, Japanese society would face serious problems.
And there ,ue some probabilities of a long term stop, for example because of disasten like an
earthquake, renewal of the infrastructure, etc.
In this study, the social losses from a long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen are evaluated by a
quantitative method. The results indicate that there is high necessary to develop altemative routes
for the Tokaido Shinkansen. The social benefits from altemativo routes are evaluated, and these
are sufficient. And these social losses/beuefits are shown for each region.
Based on these evaluations, the effect of altemative routes for the Tokaido Shinkansen is shown.
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T.INTRODUCTION'

1.1 Cuntnt Situation of Shinkansen Network

Tokaido Shinkansen, as the first Shinkansen in Japan, and the fint Super High Speed Train in the
world too, was opened between Tokyo and Shin-Osaka n 1964.
Tixiay the scheduled time between Tokyo and Shin-Osaka has beerr reduced to 150 minutes by
"Nozomi" train operated at2T0kn/h(300km/h on San-yo Shinkansen).
San-yo Shinkansen was opened from Shin-osaka to okayama:m 1972, and was expanded to
Hakata in 1975. Tohoku, Jo-etsu, and Hokuriku Shinkansen were developed after San-yo. Tiend
of passenger volumes of each Shinkansen is shown in Fig.2.
We can define Tokaido Shinkansen as not only a High Speed Train, but also as a means of High
Density Transportation. Traffic density of Tokaido Shinkansen has been increased year by year,
reached about 200,000 person(km day). This volume is three times larger than that of San-yo, and
similar to commuter lines in metropolitan area.
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Fig2. Trend of passenger volumes of each Shinkansen

12 Problem Consciousness

It is said that the infrastructure of Tokaido Shinkansen must be renewed in future. It can also be

assumed that there are some risks of serious disasters like earthquake. In both cases, it is probable

that Tokaido Shinkansen must be stopped for long term.

Tokaido Shinkansen has no altemative in fact. The cunent Shinkansen network is shown at Fig.1,

this fipx,ue shows central area of Japan.

Hokuriku Shinkansen was opened in t997 from Takasaki to Nagano. But this development is not

completed. Today, Hokuriku Shinkansen is quarter developed. An extension between Nagano and

Katazawa is under construction. The exact route from l(anaza,xa to TSuruga is alreadl'specified.

But the exact route betweeu Tburuga and Shin-Osaka has not been determined so far.

The route of a new Chuo Shinkansen would stretch ftom Tokyo, via near Kofu, near Nagoya, near

Nar4 to Osaka. It is said that Chuo Shinkansen may be the strongest altemative route for Tokaido

Shinkansen. But there is not only no concrete scheme, but also no exact route plannod for Chuo

Shinkansen.

In addition, traffic density of Tokaido Shinkansen is very large, so another transpnrtation means

cannot take charge of the full demand (Fig.3).

In fact, many inter-regional passengers depend on Tokaido Shinkansen. Shinkansen's modal share

between Kanto and Kansai is over 80Vo.
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If Tokaido Shinkansen would stop its service, maoy passengers would be left with no alternative,

and Japanese society would suffer serious damage.

Alternative routes ofTokaido Shinkansen will provide sufficient social benefit, include reduction

ofsocial loss from a long term stop ofTokaido Shinkansen. Therefore, it is necessary to develop

altemative routes.
NuEb€r o, PenSrrr (xl.0o0)
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Fig.3 Modal split of inter-regional passengers

2. OBJECTIVES

2.1 Past Studies

There are many studies to evaluate benefit from Shinkansen developmenb or its operations. And
there are many studies to evaluate an index value of transport network reduudancy. But there is no
study to point that there is no alternative to Tokaido ShinkanserL to evaluate the social loss if
Shinkansen would be stopped and the effecl of altemative Shinkansen routes.

This is the frst study to evaluate the social loss ifTokaido Shinkansen would be stopped for long
term, the benefit of alternative Shinkansen routes, and to consider better alternative routes by a

quantitative method.

2.2 Objectives

The objectives of this study are the following:
a) To evaluate the social loss from a long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen

b) To evaluate the social benefit from the development ofaliemative routes for the Tokaido Shinkansen

c) To compare social benefit/loss for each region

Each evaluation is performed by a quantitative method.

3. SOCIALLOSS FROMALONGTERM STOP OFTOKAIDO SHINKAI{SEN

3.1 Assumption

In this study,, some assumptions are set as follows:
a) Tokaido Shinkansen (between Tokyo to Nagoya) will be stopped for 90 days.
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b) That situatiou could be caused by renewal of infrasfucture, disasles, or some accidents.

c) All other social conditions will be constant.

This evaluation is an impact study, to measure thc social impad if a long temr stop of Tokaido

Shinkansen occurred.

32 Deffnition of social loss

In this study, I will define social loss from a long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen as follows:

a) Loss to passengers

b) Ioss to haDsport enterprises

c) Loss to regions (ex. reduction of tourists' payments)

loss to passengers is waluated by passeirger surplus malysts, according 1q fs1€casting on the

situation if Tokaido Shinkanscn between Tolryo and Nagoya will be stopped This forecast is

made on basis of a model. The shucturo of this model means that dpmand volumes are influenced

by changing the generalizrd oost bctween each pair of regions.

Loss to passetrgers is evaluated as follows:

Lp= 
) 

(q -c,J(Q +Q,)tz -(1.1)

l, : loss to passengers

Co, : Generalized cost between each pair of regions in ordinary situation

Cr,: Generalized cost between each pair of regions

in a long tenn stop ofTokaido Shinkansen

Qo : Passengers volumes between each pair of regions in ordinary situation

Q, : Passenger volumes between each pair of rcgions

in a long term stop ofTokaido Shinkansen

i : Index codeof eachregion

This loss can be separarcd as follows:

rro= ) (q -cJQ,, -(1.2)

r*= ) t+<,Xo" 4)12 -(1.3)

I*, : I-oss from generalized cost inseasing (for example havel time expansion)

I* : loss ftom travel stop

Ioss to transpofl enterprises is evaluated as follows:

Lr= ) tO"-O,r)rn -Q)

L. : Ioss to transpoft enterprises

Qq : Passengeis volumes between each pair of regions in ordinary situation

Q,, : Passenger volumes between each pair of regions

in a long term stop ofTokaido Shinkansen

F, : Ticket fare of each Eansport mode between each pair of regions

j : krdex codeof eachtransportmode

Reduction of tourists' payments is evaluated as follows:

16= ) (Nor-N,JY -(3)
a

Io : Reductiou of toudsts' Payments
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N* : Numberof tourists in ordinary situation
N,u : Number of tourists in a long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen

Y : Tourists' payments per person per day

k : Index code ofeach region

The values ofthe social loss from a long term stop ofTokaido Shinkansen are shown in Fig.6-8.
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Fig.8 Reduoion of tourists' payrnents (Comparison with loss to passengers)

Fig.7 Loss to transport enterprises
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4. TEE SOCIAL BEIYETIT OFAIjIERNIIITYE ROf]'IES FOR TIIE TOI(AIDO SHINKANSEN

4.1Definition of social benefit

In this study, I will define social benefit from alternative routes in the Shinkansen network as

follows:
a) Benefit of passengers

b) Benefit oftansport enterprises

c) Benefit of regions (ex. increase of tourists' payment)

d) Reduction ofsocial loss from a long term stop ofTokaido Shinkansen

This definition are based on some assumptions as follows:
a) Project life of each altemative route is 30 years.

b) A social discount rutto 4Vo is applied.

c) Stop ofTokaido Shinkansen for 90 days would occur duriug projecr life.
The loss from stop of Tokaido Shinkansen applies an expedation value for 30 years.

Benefit of passengers is evaluated passenger surplus analysis, according to demand forecasting on

that situation (alternative routes will developed in the Shinkansen network). Benefit ofpassengers

is evaluated as follows:

Br= 
) 

(q -cJ(Q, +Q)t2

Io : Benefit of passengers

Cn: Generalized cost between each pair of regions in current situation

Co : Generalized cost between each pair of regions

in situation ofdevelopmeil each alternative route at case x

Qo, : Passangers volumes between each pair of regions in ordinary situation

Qo : Passenger volumes between each pair of regions
in situation of development each altemative route at case x

i : Index code ofeach region

Benefit of hanspofi enterprises is evaluated as follows:

Lr= ) {Or,-O;n,

I, : Benefitoftransportenterprises

Qo, : Passengers volumes trtween each pair of regions in current situation

Qo, : Passcpger volumes betwccn each pair of regions

i, in situation of development each altemative route at case x
F, : Ticket fare of each transport modc between each pair of regions
j : Index codeof each transport modc

Ilcrease of tourists'.payments is evaluated as follows:

L - ) lNo-N,"iYa
\: Increase of tourists'payments
No : Number of tourists in cunent situation

N,* : Number of tourists in situation of development each altemative route at case x

Y : Tourists' payments per person per day

k : Index code ofeach region

Reduction ofsociai loss ftom stop ofTokaido Shinkansen are evaluated as follows:
Benefit (Reduction ofsocial loss from stop ofTokaido Shinkansen)
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= Ilss from stop of Tokaido Shinkansen with altemative routes - without altemative routes

4.2 Cases of altemative mutes

In this study, I try to evaluate a[ernative rcutes as follows:

Case 0 : No alternative route

Case l. : Hokuriku Shinlonsen (Whkasa rotrte)

Case 2 : Hokuriku Shinkansen (Martara rcutc)
+ Ne\il altemative routc betweea Nagoya to Shin-Osaka

Case 3 : New altemative route betwien Tokyo and Nagoya (via near Kofu)
+ New alternative route between Nagoya and Shin'Osaka

Case 4 : New alternative route between Tokyo and Nagoya (via near Shizuoka)

+ New alternative route between and Shin-Osaka

Fig.10 Alternativo mute at each case

The value of the social benefit'from each alternative routes shown in Fig 11-13.

ShinOsaka
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Table 1 Social benefit for each region (frillion Yen)

Benefit of passengers 4.95 8.02 9.08 7.86

Hoklaido

Tohoku

KaDlo

Hokuriku

0.00

0.11

1.66

2.45

0.00

0.19

2.02

2.63

0.43

1.15

r.49

0.08

0.03

0.00

0.04

3.18

0.05

0.00

0.00

3.27

0.04

Cbubu 0.4f

Tokai -0.0r

Kinki 0.23

Chugoku 0.03

0.20 0.00

3.11 2.73

2.70 2.73

4.13 4.19

Kyusyu 0.01 0.06 -0.M {.07
Benefit oftransport enterprises 1.24 1.70 0.88 0.41

lncrease of toudsts' pa)'mexrts 0.49 0.65 0.96 0.74

Hokkaido -0.01 4.Ol 4.02 -0.01

Tohoku -0.06 4.09 {.18 {'13
Kanto 0.12 0.06 0.35 0.62

Ilokuritu 0.70 O.72 4.U '0.r5
Chubu 0.18 0,19 {.16 -0.11

Tokai {.15 4.& 1.22 0.54

Kinki 4.08 0.09 0.40 0.27

Chugoku -0.06 -0.08 -0.10 -0'09

Shikoku -0.04 -0.05 4.08 4.0s

Kyusyu -0.10 -0.14 -0.23 -0.15

Thble 2 Reduclion ratio of social loss for each region (7o)

Tvoe of social Ioss Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Loss to passengers 14.8 72.8 66.6 81.5

Tokai 9.8 8.6 41.9 69.4

Kirki 30.0 35.1 93.5 96.8

Chugohr 27.6 13.9 92.O m.6
Shikoku - 85.4 85.8

76.1

64.9
I-oss to
Reduction of touriss' paymeots

Hoktaido
Tohoku

Kanto
Hokuriku

Clubu
Tokai
Kinki

Chugoku

Shikoku
Kyrsyu

Hokkaido 9.6 6.8

Tohotu 24.8 21.9

Kedo r4.l 10.2

Hokuriku 60.8 62.7

Chubu 99.8 99.8

94.4 97.8

75.4 90.1

75.2 85.4
6E.7 80.1

99.9 99.8

116.3
101.1

r00.5
99.9
96.4

126.0 79.7

27.0 97.3
- 99.5

137.2

55,6

156.0
56.2

100.9

14.7
82.7

vz3

79.1

140.3

80.3

87.3
35.4

99.4

96.4
9.1

66.2

103.3-
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5EVALUATION

5.1 The social loss fmm a long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen

Total loss ofpassengen for 90 days reached about 240 billion yen (2.2 billion US$).

Railway enterprises would lose a large ticket revenues, over 270 billion yen (2.5 US$). This is

very serious damage for each enterprise.

There is a geat E;ap between the reduced income of railways and increased incomes for other

modes. Total loss to ransport enterprises for 90 days would reach about 170 billion yen (1.5

billion US$).

Reduction of tourists' payments would reach an amount of about 50 billion yen (0.4 billion US$).
The Kanto area would suffer the largest damagc. And that loss is generally larger than loss to
passengen (touriss) for each region.

These difference values are cau5ed by characterisf,c of each evaluation method. The loss of
passengers is based on changing of generalized cost between each pair of regions. The reduction'
of tourists' payrnents is just real money payments.

It is probable that reduction of money payments conceming business passengers' activity would
be far larger value. It would be more important mattor for social economy. But the evaluation
method of this social loss/benefit has not becn authorized. This is the nert challenging.

52 The social beneftt of altcmative routes

Benefit of passengen of each case is large surpassing 5 trillion yen (43 billion US$). Therefore,
we can regard that each alternative route is social-economically feasible.

Each altemative rcute would provide benefit with great value to its neighbor area. Especially,
Kanto area would be provided larger benefit in any cases (fable 1). And Kinki area is in same

situation.
But on some areq social benefits mean minor value. This condition is caused by concentration of
passengers' activity around each altemative route, becausc offorecasting model structure.

53 Reduct&m rado ofeach loss

Reduction of social loss is 1/10-1/100 smaller than total benefits. We can regard that reduction
social loss is too small. But each reduction ratio is sufficient (Thble 2).

Ioss to tansport enterprises and reduction of tounsts' payments are social losses with money
payments. This is very important. If there are some altemative Shinkansen routes, passenger can
travel, even when Tokaido Shinkansen would be stopped. Therefore, social-economical loss of
each region is reduced to a minimum.
This is just the effect of altemative routes. The benefit of altemative routes, equal to reduction of
social loss from long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen, would be smaller. But the reduction ratio
would be good enough for socid e@nomy.

6. CONCLUSION

Tokaido Shinkansen is not only a High Speed Train, but also a meirns of High Density
Transportation. We can regard that Tokaido Shinkansen has been the most successful High Speed
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Tiain.
A large number of pass€ngers depend on Tokaido Shinkansen. But Tokaido Shinkansen has no

alternative in fact. H Tokaido Shinkansen would stop their service, Japanese society would suffer

serious damage. In this study, the social losses are evaluated by a quantitative method.

Alternative routes are needed in the Shinkansen network. In this study, four altemative Shinkansen

routes are evaluated. These alternative mutes can provide sufficient benefits for each region.

Therefore, each alternative route is feasible.

Social benefit with real money payments would be larger than generalized cost. Especially, money

payments concerning business passengers' activity would be very important for social economy.

But the evaluation method has not been authorized. This is the next challenging.

Reduclion of social loss for each region from a long term stop of Tokaido Shinkansen is smaller.

But these reduction ratios are satisfactory especially concerning social loss with money payments.

Therefore, social economical losses are reduced to a minimum, even when Tokaido Shinkansen

would be stopped. These benefits.will reinforce the necessity of altemative routes, and for each

altemative routes will imprcve benefit-cost ratio.
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